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Buddhist Monasticism in East Asia 2009-09-10
taking into account the diverse religious historical social and cultural contexts within which they have existed this book
provides a multifaceted examination of buddhist monasteries written by specialists in the study of monasteries and monastic
practice in east asia it is a timely contribution on this aspect of buddhist religious practice

Homeland of the Buddha 2015-05-20
homeland of the buddha is a guide for those visiting the major sites of buddhism which lie on the great plain of the ganges
in india and nepal the main emphasis is the life of the buddha how each location was significant during his time and how that
history came to be known in the modern world the book is useful for those wish to travel as well as those who seek to know
where and how the buddha taught two and a half thousand years ago although it discusses some aspects of the buddha s
teachings it does not seek to be a book about buddhism detailed maps and numerous colour images enliven the text a chapter is
devoted to each buddhist site the first section of each chapter summarises the reason why that place has significance and
details how the buddha and other individuals contributed to our knowledge of that place the today section of each chapter
details what the modern traveller can see in each location in the sequence that they experience them every visitor to india
is changed no matter how much or how little they may be cossetted by luxury or how little they are attuned to the realities
of life which india forces on them it is a truism that india alters the way people think about themselves and their lives in
that sense any travel to india is a pilgrimage how much more so therefore when your travel is directed to walking the same
paths as one of the world s greatest teachers and more so if your intent is towards self awareness whether you plan to travel
in person or in the mind homeland of the buddha will inform your journey so that whatever your intention the one who returns
will be different from the one who set forth when touring the country of the buddha we all carry the metaphorical staff of a
pilgrim the author has visited the holy buddhist places numerous times since the 1960s and has travelled extensively in asia
the himalaya and tibet for more than twenty years he has been a practitioner of zen buddhism as a young man he worked for
several years as a doctor in the mount everest region of nepal and has been involved with sir edmund hillary s development
work in nepal since that time homeland of the buddha brings this lifetime experience of asia into focus as a practical
informative guide to the major buddhist sites of india and nepal

Hard Travel to Sacred Places 1995-09-11
hard travel to sacred places is the record of a personal odyssey through southeast asia an external and internal journey
through grief and the painful realities of a decadent age wurlitzer novelist screenwriter and buddhist practitioner travels
with his wife photographer lynn davis on a photo assignment to the sacred sites of thailand burma and cambodia heavy
westernization sex clubs aging hippies and expatriates and political dissidents provide a vivid contrast to the peace that
wurlitzer and davis seek still reeling from the death of their son in a car accident as davis with her camera searches for a
thread of meaning among the artifacts and relics of a more enlightened age wurlitzer grasps at the wisdom of the buddhist
teachings in an effort to assuage his grief his journal chronicles the survival of age old truths in a world gone mad



Bodh Gaya 2003
an introduction to buddhism which focuses on gautama buddha and on holy sites of the religion

Land of Beautiful Vision 2007-04-30
land of beautiful vision is the first book length ethnography to address the role of material culture in contemporary
adaptations of buddhism and the first to focus on convert buddhists in new zealand sally mcara takes as her subject a
fascinating instance of an ongoing creative process whereby a global religion is made locally meaningful through the
construction of a buddhist sacred place she uses an in depth case study of a small religious structure a stupa in rural new
zealand to explore larger issues related to the contemporary surge in interest in buddhism and religious globalization her
research extends beyond the level of public discourse on buddhism to investigate narratives of members of the friends of the
western buddhist order fwbo about their relationship with the land analyzing these and the fwbo s transformative project
through a thematic focus on key symbolic landmarks at their site sudarshanaloka in considering cross cultural interactions
resulting in syncretism or indigenization of alien religions many anthropological studies concentrate on the unequal power
relations between colonizing and colonized peoples mcara extrapolates from this literature to look at a situation where the
underlying power relations are quite different she focuses on individuals in an organization whose members seek to
appropriate knowledge from an eastern tradition to remake their own society one shaped by its unresolved colonizing past

Holy Places of the Buddha 1994
presents sites important to those interested in the dharma and gives location of the site historical events associated with
the site the features a pilgrim would find and how the site figured in the transmission of the dharma

Understanding Buddhism 2010
buddhism today is one of the fastest growing faiths in north america the reasons can be found here in this comprehensive
introduction to the history practices and beliefs of a religion that seeks the middle way between self denying spirituality
and the demands of everyday life

Living Theravada 2023-04-18
an illuminating introduction to the contemporary world of theravada buddhism and its rich culture and practices in modern
mainland southeast asia theravada translates as the way of the elders indicating that this buddhist tradition considers
itself to be the most authoritative and pure tracing all the way back to the time of the buddha theravada buddhism is
distinguished by canonical literature preserved in the pali language beliefs and practices and this literature is often



specialized and academic in tone by contrast this book will serve as a foundational and accessible resource on theravada
buddhism and the contemporary lived world of its enduring tradition brooke schedneck has done extensive research on topics
such as religions of southeast asia contemporary buddhism gender in asian religions and religious tourism narrowing in on
topics such as temples monastic lives lay buddhists meditation and buddhist objects schedneck highlights the thriving
diversity of theravada buddhists today exploring theravada as a lived religion reveals how people apply various expressions
in everyday life she presents to readers the most important practices and beliefs of theravada buddhists illustrated through
contemporary debates about what represents proper theravada practice within cambodia myanmar laos and thailand in the twenty
first century additionally practical information is provided in appendices about what temples and practice centers readers
can visit as well as a temple etiquette guide offering tips for being a respectful visitor while academics will benefit from
and appreciate this overview the writing offers a refreshing introduction to a complex tradition for readers new to the
subject

2500 Years of Buddhism 1956
the book gives a short account of buddhism in the last 2500 years the foreword for the book was written by dr radhakrishnan
world renowned philosopher the book contains 16 chapters and about one hundred articles written by eminent buddhist scholars
from india china japan sri lanka nepal buddhism is a way of life of purity in thinking speaking and acting this book gives an
account of buddhism not only in india but also in other countries of the east detailed and insightful glimpse into the
different schools and sects of buddhism find a place in this book buddhist ideas on education and the prevailing state of
buddhism as revealed by the chinese pilgrims who visited india during that time are other components of the book chapters on
buddhist art in india and abroad and places of buddhist interest are also included to give it a holistic perspective the
spirit of buddha comes alive in the book and enlightens the reader with his teachings so essential now for peace in the
strife torn world back cover

The Places that Scare You 2006
a comprehensive guidebook to the places in india made sacred by the buddha s presence beginning with an inspiring account of
buddhist pilgrimage the author then covers sixteen places in detail with maps and colour photos an essential companion for
pilgrim and traveler

Holy Places Of Buddhism In Nepal And India 1989
buddhism has always been inspirational spiritual if not philosophical to me the teaching that existed more than 2 500 years
ago is as relevant as we are living in this world the tranquility of each buddhist sites regardless in the form of ancient
temples monuments or cities in some way put me into trance what better way to travel than just following the footsteps of the
highly transcendent and sublime being the buddha



Middle Land, Middle Way 2008-12-01
buddhism one of the world s major religions originated in ancient india more than 2 500 years ago india is home to many
significant buddhist sites that are revered by millions of followers from around the world from the sacred city of varanasi
to the peaceful environs of sarnath the india the birthplace of buddhism is dotted with some of the most important buddhist
pilgrimage sites bodh gaya where lord buddha attained enlightenment is one of the most visited sites for buddhist pilgrims
the ajanta and ellora caves located in the western state of maharashtra are unesco world heritage sites and are famous for
their ancient buddhist sculptures and paintings in the northern state of himachal pradesh the picturesque town of dharamshala
is home to the dalai lama and is a hub of buddhist culture other important buddhist sites in india include kushinagar where
lord buddha attained mahaparinirvana rajgir the site of the first buddhist council and lumbini the birthplace of lord buddha
located in present day nepal this book takes readers on a journey through the most significant buddhist sites in india
exploring their history significance and spiritual significance with stunning photography and insightful commentary this book
is an essential guide for anyone interested in the history and culture of buddhism in india

108 Places To See Before Nirvana 2014-05
this book is the first attempt to describe all the fifteen placeswith which the buddha had direct association lumbini
kapilavastu bodh gaya gaya sarnath shravasti kaushambi rajagriha nalanda vaishali patna kesariya kushinagar sankisa and
mathura the sequence of the fifteenbuddhist places follows the life cycle and the journeysperformed by the buddha as narrated
in the jÈtakas and thetripi aka narration of each of these places accounts the mythology legend jÈtaka tales cultural history
archaeology field studiesand general information the book is illustrated with 55photographs and 55 maps and figures and also
contains adescription of the main link stations like varanasi allahabadand gorakhpur nearby sites for excursion are also
describedin the context

Importance Of Atthamahathnamagikathe Eight Great Buddhist Places 2023-08-11
this engaging contemplation of maturity addresses the long neglected topic of what it means to grow up and provides a hands
on guide for skilfully navigating the demands of our adult lives growing up happens whether we like it or not but maturity
must be cultivated challenged to consider his own sense of maturity while mentoring a group of teenage boys fischer began to
investigate our preconceptions about what it means to be an adult and shows how crucial true maturity is to leading an
engaged fulfilled life taking our places details the marks of a mature person and shows how these attributes can help
alleviate our suffering and enrich our relationships discussing such qualities as awareness responsibility humour acceptance
and humility fischer brings a fresh and at times surprising new perspective that can turn old ideas on their heads and
reinvigorate our understanding of what it means to be mature



Sacred Spaces and Powerful Places in Tibetan Culture 1999
while tamil speaking south india is celebrated for its preservation of hindu tradition other religious communities have
played a significant role in shaping the region s religious history among these non hindu communities is that of the
buddhists who are little understood because of the scarcity of remnants of tamil speaking buddhist culture here focusing on
the two buddhist texts in tamil that are complete a sixth century poetic narrative and an eleventh century treatise on
grammar and poetics monius sheds light on the role of literature and literary culture in the formation articulation and
evolution of religious identity and community

Where the Buddha Walked 2003
first published in 1991 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Power-places of Central Tibet 2008
just as taking the path of zen is the definitive handbook for zen practice the essays gathered in original dwelling place are
essential for the light they shed on aitken roshi s own journey and the effect he has had on american zen buddhism gathered
here are essays about the zen texts aitken has studied with avidity and close attention throughout the years texts that were
early and lasting influences in an opening section entitled ancestors aitken pays homage to the masters who influenced his
own development and zen buddhism generally in other meditations robert aitken writes on political revolution and matters of
ethics he helps illuminate the proper use of money power and sexual love in a modern world that is often tainted by
materialism and decadence he reflects on death on marriage and on zen practice always pointing out the path to pleasure in
the everyday dewdrop world

Taking Our Places 2004-05-04
this book brings together essays by anthropologists scholars of religion and art historians to explore some of the most
fundamental challenges that religious groups face as they expand from their homeland or confront the demands of modernity the
chapters span a broad geographical area that includes india nepal thailand indonesia and china and address issues from the
classical and medieval period to the present they show how sacred places have a plurality of meanings for all religious
communities and how in their construction secular politics private religious experience and sectarian rivalry can all
intersect a buddha dharma kyokai foundation book on buddhism and comparative literature

Imagining a Place for Buddhism 2001-12-06
this innovative collaborative work the first to focus on buddhist tourism explores how buddhists government organizations



business corporations and individuals in asia participate in re imaginings of buddhism through tourism contributors from
religious studies anthropology and art history examine sacred places and religious monuments as they have been shaped and
reshaped by socioeconomic and cultural trends in the region following an introduction that offers the first theoretical
understanding of tourism from a buddhist studies perspective early chapters discuss the ways buddhists and non buddhists
imagine concepts and places related to the religion case studies highlight buddhist peace in india buddhist heavens and hells
in singapore thai temple space and the future buddha maitreya in china buddhist tourism s connections to the state market and
new technologies are explored in chapters on indian package tours for pilgrims thematic buddhist tourism in cambodia the
technological innovations of buddhist temples in china and the promotion of pilgrimage sites in japan contributors then
situate the financial concerns of chinese temples speed dating in temples in japan and the diffuse and pervasive nature of
buddhism for tourism promotion in ladakh india how have tourist routes groups sites and practices associated with buddhism
come to be possible and what are the effects in what ways do travelers derive meaning from buddhist places how do buddhist
sites fortify national cultural or religious identities the comparative research in south southeast and east asia presented
here draws attention to the intertwining of the sacred and the financial and how local and national sites are situated within
global networks together these findings generate a compelling comparative investigation of buddhist spaces identities and
practices

Holy Places of Buddhism in Nepal & India 1987
a lively and accessible take on ancient techniques for transforming terror and pain into joy and compassion from beloved
buddhist teacher pema chödrön o the oprah magazine lifelong guidance for changing the way we relate to the scary and
difficult moments of our lives showing us how we can use our difficulties and fears as a way to soften our hearts and open us
to greater kindness we always have a choice in how we react to the circumstances of our lives we can let them harden us and
make us increasingly resentful and afraid or we can let them soften us and allow our inherent human kindness to shine through
in the places that scare you pema chödrön provides essential tools for dealing with the many difficulties that life throws
our way teaching us how to awaken our basic human goodness and connect deeply with others to accept ourselves and everything
around us complete with faults and imperfections drawing from the core teachings of buddhism she shows the strength that
comes from staying in touch with what s happening in our lives right now and helps us unmask the ways in which our egos cause
us to resist life as it is if we go to the places that scare us pema suggests we just might find the boundless life we ve
always dreamed of

The Buddhist Forum 2005-08-09
with reference to kathmandu valley in nepal includes traveler information



Original Dwelling Place 1996
spirits of the place is a rare and timely contribution to our understanding of religious culture in laos and southeast asia
most often studied as a part of thai vietnamese or khmer history laos remains a terra incognita to most westerners and to
many of the people living throughout asia as well john holt s new book brings this fascinating nation into focus with its
overview of lao buddhism and analysis of how shifting political power from royalty to democracy to communism has impacted lao
religious culture the book offers an integrated account of the entwined political and religious history of laos from the
fourteenth century to the contemporary era holt advances the provocative argument that common lao knowledge of important
aspects of theravada buddhist thought and practice has been heavily conditioned by an indigenous religious culture dominated
by the veneration of phi spirits whose powers are thought to prevail over and within specific social and geographical domains
the enduring influence of traditional spirit cults in lao culture and society has brought about major changes in how the
figure of the buddha and the powers associated with buddhist temples and reliquaries indeed how all ritual spaces and times
have been understood by the lao despite vigorous attempts by buddhist royalty french rationalists and most recently by
communist ideologues to eliminate the worship of phi spirit cults have not been displaced they continue to persist and show
no signs of abating not only have the spirits resisted eradication but they have withstood synthesis subordination and
transformation by buddhist political and ecclesiastical powers rather than reduce buddhist religious culture to a set of
simple commonalities holt takes a comparative approach using his nearly thirty years experience with sri lanka to elucidate
what is unique about lao buddhism this stimulating book invites students in the fields of the history of religion and
buddhist and southeast asian studies to take a fresh look at prevailing assumptions and perhaps reconsider the place of
buddhism in laos and southeast asia

Pilgrims, Patrons, and Place 2011-11-01
this is a collection of stories woven from the many accounts which exist of things the author did and experienced most of the
stories have been inspired by the author s various trips to ladakh nepal and many places in india this book takes us to a
fantasy world where there are animals insects birds and trees that talk and behave like human beings the stories are
presented in an unusual but interesting style as in buddhist teachings most of the characters mentioned in these stories are
also animals the book relates the journey of buddhism from india to china japan and tibet the stories of the soul in this
book elucidate the philosophy of reincarnation which is the spiritual entrance to salvation describe the eight sacred places
of the buddha and dispel myths about the tibetan medical philosophy some of the stories are based on the lotus sutra and have
been combined with nepali traditions and culture these stories provide a perfect blend of various rituals of buddhism and its
history

Buddhist Tourism in Asia 2020-03-31
an illustrated guide to the eight holy places of the buddha lumbinī bodh gayā sārnāth kuśinagara Śrāvastī sāṁkāśya rājagṛha
and vaiśālī and the six dharma regions of the south asian sub continent presents the purpose and benefits of pilgrimage with



travel information pronounciation guide and extensive bibliography

The Places That Scare You 2018-08-21
the first analytical history of sarnath the place where the buddha preached his first sermon and established the buddhist
monastic order sarnath has long been regarded as the place where the buddha preached his first sermon and established the
buddhist monastic order excavations at sarnath have yielded the foundations of temples and monastic dwellings two buddhist
reliquary mounds stupas and some of the most important sculptures in the history of indian art this volume offers the first
critical examination of the historic site frederick m asher provides a longue durée long term analysis of sarnath including
the plunder excavation and display of antiquities and the archaeological survey of india s presentation and considers what
lies beyond the fenced in excavated area his analytical history of sarnath s architectural and sculptural remains contains a
significant study of the site s sculptures their uneven production and their global distribution asher also examines modern
sarnath which is a living establishment replete with new temples and monasteries that constitute a buddhist presence on the
outskirts of varanasi the most sacred hindu city

A Buddhist Guide to the Power Places of the Kathmandu Valley 2007
this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek
out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices
revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was
originally published in 1977

Buddhist Economics 1994
many high profile public intellectuals including new atheists like richard dawkins daniel dennett and the late christopher
hitchens have argued that religion and science are deeply antagonistic representing two world views that are utterly
incompatible david barash a renowned biologist with forty years of experience largely agrees with them but with one very big
exception buddhism in this fascinating book david barash highlights the intriguing common ground between scientific and
religious thought illuminating the many parallels between biology and buddhism allowing readers to see both in a new way
indeed he shows that there are numerous places where buddhist and biological perspectives coincide and reinforce each other
for instance the cornerstone ecological concept the interconnectedness and interdependence of all natural things is
remarkably similar to the fundamental insight of buddhism indeed a major buddhist text the avatamsaka sutra which consists of
ten insights into the interpenetration between beings and their environment could well have been written by a trained
ecologist just as current insights in evolutionary biology genetics and development might have been authored by the buddha
himself barash underscores other notable similarities including a shared distrust of simple cause and effect analysis an
appreciation of the rightness of nature along with an acknowledgment of the suffering that results when natural processes are
tampered with buddhist biology shows how the concept of non self so confusing to many westerners is fully consistent with



modern biology as is the buddhist perspective of impermanence barash both demystifies and celebrates the biology of buddhism
and vice versa showing in a concluding tour de force how modern buddhism shorn of its hocus pocus and abracadabra not only
justifies but actually mandates both socially and environmentally engaged thought and practice buddhist biology is a work of
unique intellectual synthesis that sheds astonishing light on biology as well as on buddhism highlighting the remarkable ways
these two perspectives come together like powerful searchlights that offer complementary and stunning perspectives on the
world and our place in it

Spirits of the Place 2009-07-29
following the story of the historical buddha s life on earth to each of the eight places of traditional pilgrimage which are
hallowed by the buddha s birth enlightenment decease and other significant events other sites which are important in the
story of gautama buddha and have been rediscovered in recent years are also described and the author suggests where a search
should be made for those that still remain hidden he also discusses the problems that arose when attempts were made little
more than a hundred years ago to identify these places in the light of the descriptions by chinese pilgrims that have come
down to us he reveals the errors of that time which have been rectified in the light of more recent evidence this is a
personal journey by a well known travel writer whose lifelong interest in buddhism leads him to present his own picture of
the origin and development of the faith and to propose answers to questions that are still unresolved the author has also
provided an original plan for each of the sites visited as well as a full description of the place and the book is
illustrated by the author s own photographs

Sacred Places in China 1911
in its role as a scriptural charter vinaya has justified widely dissimilar approaches to religious life as buddhist orders in
different times and places have interpreted it in contradictory ways in the resulting tension between scripture and practice
certain kinds of ceremonial issues such as those involving lineage seniority initiation purification repentance visualization
vows ordination acquire profound social psychological doctrinal and soteriological significance in buddhism going forth
focuses on these issues over a wide sweep of history from early fifth century china to modern japan to provide readers with a
rich overview of the intersection of doctrinal ritual and institutional concerns in the development of east asian buddhist
practices despite the crucial importance of vinaya especially for understanding buddhism in east asia very little scholarship
in western languages exists on this fascinating topic the essays presented here written by senior scholars in the field go
beyond the timeworn method of relying on prescriptive accounts in the scriptures to describe what imaginary buddhists must
have done or do rather they address how actual people responded to local social and cultural imperatives by reading scripture
in innovative ways to give new life to tradition they place real people practices and institutions at the center of each
account revealing both diversity and unity continuity and transformation in buddhist customs the result is a well integrated
accessible work relevant for buddhist studies but with wider implications for anyone interested in east asian cultural
heritage contributors t h barrett william bodiford david w chappell james c dobbins daniel a getz paul groner john r mcrae
morten schlütter nobuyoshi yamabe yifa



Buddhist Tales in Modern Times 2009-03-01
a pithy guidebook for buddhist pilgrims to the four holy sites of india the aim of all buddhist practice is to catch a
glimpse of the awakened state going on pilgrimage soaking up the sacred atmosphere of holy places and mingling with other
pilgrims are simply different ways of trying to achieve that glimpse from chapter 1 holy buddhist sites pilgrimage is a
powerful method for remembering the buddha s teachings and putting them into practice for buddhists the most important holy
places are the four sites associated with the buddha s life lumbini where siddhartha was born as an ordinary human being
bodhgaya where siddhartha became enlightened varanasi sarnath where the buddha taught the path to enlightenment kushinagar
where the buddha passed into parinirvana while it may be an inconvenient chaotic and even dangerous journey traveling to
these places can be profoundly affecting and transformative for a practitioner in his fourth book dzongsar jamyang khyentse
skillfully lays out how we can make the most of our experience as pilgrims he explains what makes a person or place holy what
pilgrimage is all about and what we can do when visiting the four holy sites of india and nepal or any holy place this manual
shows us how to partake in one of the most potent practices available to remind ourselves of the entirety of the buddha s
teachings

Holy Places of the Buddha 2010
community development is most effective and efficient when it is situated and led at the local level and considers the social
behaviours needs and worldviews of local communities with more than eight out of ten people globally self reporting religious
belief religion and development in the asia pacific sacred places as development spaces argues that the role and impact of
religions on community development needs to be better understood it also calls for greater attention to be given to the role
of sacred places as sites for development activities and for a deeper appreciation of the way in which sacred stories and
teachings inspire people to work for the benefit of others in particular locations the book considers theories of place as a
component of successful development interventions and expands this analysis to consider the specific role that sacred places
buildings and social networks have in planning implementing and promoting sustainable development a series of case studies
examine various sacred places as sites for development activities these case studies include christian churches and disaster
relief in vanuatu muslim shrines and welfare provision in pakistan a women s buddhist monastery in thailand advancing gender
equity a jewish aid organisation providing language training to muslim women in australia and hawaiian sacred sites located
within a holistic retreat centre committed to ecological sustainability religion and development in the asia pacific
demonstrates the important role that sacred spaces can play in development interventions covering diverse major world
religions interfaith and spiritual contexts and as such will be of considerable interest for postgraduate students and
researchers in development studies religious studies sociology of religion and geography

Sarnath 2020-02-25
mindful politics goes beyond right and left to get to the heart of what matters and how everyone can participate in real
political change mindful politics is not a typical political book it s not written at fever pitch it doesn t employ the usual



good vs bad binary it doesn t get hung up on specific issues or policies and it s not even specifically american instead this
timely book addresses the less discussed but more important aspects of politics such as whether religion any religion
including buddhism has something to offer politics it also discusses how dealing with emotional issues can help the activist
move beyond the particulars of legislation and policy so that personal growth and effective advocacy can occur together noted
editor melvin mcleod offers a brief contextualizing introduction for each of these essays

Ajanta 2022-07-15
produced specifically to answer qca concerns over attainment and assessment in re at key stage 3 modern world religions is a
series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions it comprises differentiated student books teacher
s resource packs and cd roms on the six major world faiths

Buddhist Biology 2013-11-01

The Buddhist Pilgrimage 1999

Going Forth 2005-01-31

Best Foot Forward 2018-08-14

Religion and Development in the Asia-Pacific 2016-08-25

Mindful Politics 2006-07-17

Buddhism 2002
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